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     論文題名  

NEW ANALYSIS METHODS FOR EARTHQUAKE-INDUCED LANDSLIDES 

CONSIDERING TENSION FAILURE AND THE TRAMPOLINE EFFECT 

              

（地震による引張破壊とトランポリン効果を考慮した斜面安定および崩壊土石運動にお

ける解析手法に関する研究） 

 

                 論 文 内 容 の 要 旨 

A large number of landslides can be induced by a strong earthquake and they can cause very serious damage 

to both lives and properties. Much research has been carried out and a series of countermeasures have been 

developed to reduce the adverse effects of landslide disasters. In the planning and design of countermeasures, it is 

necessary to analyse the stability of a slope and movement behaviours of a potential landslide under seismic loadings. 

Therefore, this study focuses on analysis of (1) slope stability and (2) landslide movement behaviours. 

Two major approaches for slope stability analysis are studied. One is to calculate the pseudo-static safety 

factor of a slope. The other is to calculate earthquake-induced permanent displacement. The following problems are 

found in existing studies. (1) Most solutions for slope stability analysis are derived just based on shear failure mode, 

even though tension failure may exist in earthquake-induced landslides. Thus, how to analyse slope stability 

according to both shear and tension modes is an important problem. (2) The Newmark method is widely used to 

calculate the earthquake-induced permanent displacement. Determining the so-called critical acceleration ac is a key 

problem in the Newmark method. In traditional applications, ac is estimated as a constant according to an equation 

derived from a pseudo-static model. However, since seismic loading is a dynamic process, the critical acceleration 

should be estimated using a dynamic model. These problems are discussed in detail, and both analytical and 

numerical methods are presented to solve them.  

In the study of landslide movement behaviours, long run-out, one of the major behaviours of 

earthquake-induced landslides, is discussed. Since the mechanism is still not clear, the multiple acceleration model 

(MAM) is extended on the basis of the so-called trampoline effect. Additionally, a practical numerical simulation 

program is developed to clarify movement behaviours of earthquake-induced landslides in practical simulations. 

The thesis comprises the following chapters. 

Chapter 1 introduces (1) the study background, (2) two main issues in the study of landslides, namely slope 

stability and landslide movement behaviours, (3) the scope and objectives of this study, and (4) the organization of 

the thesis. 

Chapter 2 reviews two aspects of existing studies on earthquake-induced landslides: slope stability analysis 

and landslide movement simulation. The merits and demerits of each method are stated. 

Chapter 3 develops a new analytical method for seismic slope stability analysis based on tension-shear 

failure mechanism and proposes an approach for how to consider tension failure in addition to shear failure in widely 

used FLAC
3D

, a finite difference method, so that stability analysis can also be carried out for a slope with a complex 

slip surface. It is shown that the safety factors estimated using the analytical and numerical methods are almost the 

same for a homogeneous slope. Additionally, it is shown by a large number of analysis examples that the effect of 



 

tension failure on slope stability is significant and the safety factor will be incorrect if tensile failure is ignored in the 

case of seismic loading. 

Chapter 4 presents new methods for calculating the earthquake-induced permanent displacement of a slope. 

At first, a dynamic model for estimating dynamic critical acceleration is presented and a new approach of adopting 

the dynamic critical acceleration in the Newmark method is also proposed. And then, a rigorous dynamic sliding 

block method based on the dynamic critical acceleration is presented for calculating the earthquake-induced 

permanent displacement instead of the Newmark method for some simple slopes. Practical applications show that (1) 

the presented new method can give accurate co-seismic permanent displacement and (2) the dynamic critical 

acceleration and the vertical seismic loading significantly affect co-seismic displacements of slopes. Finally, 

regression models of co-seismic displacement are constructed and an approach is proposed to use them to produce a 

geographical information system (GIS)-based hazard map. Additionally, a primary-hazard map is produced for the 

area of the 2008 Sichuan Earthquake. 

Chapter 5 presents a long run-out model based on the so-called earthquake-induced trampoline effect and 

develops a practical numerical simulation program for estimating landslide movement behaviours. The MAM is 

derived from mechanism analysis of the earthquake-induced trampoline effect. The original discontinuous 

deformation analysis (DDA) is extended. A practical numerical simulation program is developed by incorporating 

the MAM into the extended DDA. After an extreme ground movement with the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 

4000 gal is successfully reproduced, some large-scale landslides induced by the 2008 Sichuan Earthquake are 

analysed in practical numerical simulations. The results show that (1) the proposed new long run-out model is 

reasonable and applicable and (2) the movement behaviours of earthquake-induced landslides can be analysed using 

the numerical simulation program. 

Chapter 6 presents a case study to verify the proposed new methods from slope stability analysis to 

landslide run-out analysis. The Daguangbao landslide, the largest scale landslide induced by the 2008 Sichuan 

Earthquake, is analysed using a numerical simulation program as well as FLAC
3D

. The results show that the vertical 

component of seismic loading may play an important role in both stability analysis and run-out analysis, as larger 

tension failure and trampoline effects may be induced by the vertical seismic force, which has generally been ignored 

up to now. 

Chapter 7 concludes the results and achievements of the study, and states the problems to be solved in 

future studies. 


